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Intro
We’re launching fibodo for Education to connect learners and training providers with the aim of supporting career
paths across the health, fitness, sports and activities sectors.
fibodo for Education is for time-led businesses and will be the market leader in curated, accredited,
sector-specific education in the UK.
• fibodo offers a credible and established brand that powers a free to host channel
to market your education courses.
• Benefit from a broader reach across a simple, targeted and relevant channel.
Our simple to use platform helps your sector to:

learn

grow

innovate

Benefits of fibodo for Education
By curating the best content and inviting only accredited partners, fibodo offers a quality and trusted marketing
channel allowing individuals to easily access leading qualiﬁcations, bite-size learning and CPD.
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How we work
Through curating quality education we promote courses to our
subscribers, audiences and new learners.
Our platform provides learners with the tools to start, and grow
their client base, applying learning and raising standards.

Learn

Grow

Our users journey through three key phases:
Learn			 Kick-starting or side-hustling their career
Grow 		 Building a successful digital business
Innovate

Empowered individuals developing new ideas 		

					 with bite-size learning and CPD
By combining a simple to use digital platform with upskilling
and personal development, our users are able to grow their
businesses, become successful and stay in the industry for
longer.

Innovate

Learn
Taking the first step in realising an ambition and kickstarting a business isn't easy.
We help those beginning a career or creating a side-hustle,
to build a foundation of knowledge and begin learning and
earning.

learn

Our platform makes it easy finding the right accredited content
by the right provider in the right sector. Giving a simple and
accessible pathway for all.

Grow
fibodo's core product is at the heart of our learn and
earn philosophy. Providing our users with the platform
to set up and grow their businesses, not being held back
by costs and complicated technology.

grow

Our easy to use business tools remove admin time, free
the user from the desktop with powerful apps, increasing
their hourly yield, leaving time to invest in self development.
The platform is completely scalable and is available for
individual business owners or national operators.

Innovate
CPD, up-skilling and bite-size learning keep things
fresh and fun and encourage career development.
Learners are in control of how, what and why they learn.
Fulfilling the demands of their informed clients is essential
in staying ahead of the curve.

innovate

By providing our users with reports, analytics and sector
trends, fibodo has the opportunity to make a significant
impact on learner retention.

Become an "Active" Education Partner
"Standing still certainly
means getting left behind.
If I don't continue to
learn and develop the
skills and knowledge
demanded of me by my
clients then they will find
another coach. Continued
development is just part
of what I do."
Jonathan Lamb,
PGA Professional.

Join our market leading channel as we curate the best accredited training for
the sector.
fibodo for Education is open to load content now and will launch to our
subscribers and audiences in Sept 2020.
We'd love to develop an “Active" Education Partnership, collaborating
and opening up new opportunities for people to learn and earn within
the time-led business sectors.
Get in touch now to find out how your content can be hosted for free
and how you can access a reduced commission rate by becoming an
“Early Bird” Active Partner.
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